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Abstract 

Web search engines are one of the most popular tools on the Internet, which are widely used by experienced 

and inexperienced users. Constructing an adequate query, which represents the best specification of users’ 

information need to the search engine is an important concern of web users. Query expansion is a way to reduce 

this concern and increase user satisfaction. In this paper, a new method of query expansion is introduced. This 

method, which is a combination of relevant feedback and latent semantic analysis, finds the relative terms to 

the topics of user original query based on relevant documents selected by the user in relevant feedback step. 

The method is evaluated and compared with the Rocchio relevant feedback. The results indicate the capability 

of the method to better representation of user’s information need and increasing significantly user satisfaction. 
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1. Introduction 

The World Wide Web is a collection of vast 

amount of unlabeled, high dimensional and 

dynamic data. Web search engines as a quick and 

simple way to access to these data are widely used 

by experienced and inexperienced users. Most of 

the conventional search engines work based on text 

queries. Users enter some number of words as a 

query and search engine try to find documents 

related to the query. Therefore, success of the 

search process is greatly dependent on the user 

query; however, users enter broad or inadequate 

queries in most cases, which lead to retrieve 

irrelevant documents and user’s dissatisfaction 

because of web search or intended information area 

inexperience.  Users often enter topics of the 

intended information area and do not provide 

search engine with the other terms related to the 

topic.Query expansion is a method for reduction of 

this problem. Query expansion is the process of 

supplying the original user’s queries with 

additional suitable terms. Many methods have been 

proposed for query expansion. These methods can 

be divided in two categories - global and local.  

Thesaurus based query expansion [1, 2, 3] is a type 

of global methods. Each term on the query is 

expanded with its synonyms or related terms from 

the thesaurus. This type of methods because of 

expanding query by synonyms can significantly 

decrease precision especially in case of ambiguous 

query terms.  Another problem of the thesaurus 

based methods is constructing and maintenance of 

a thesaurus. These processes are very expensive 

and time consuming. In case of such vast and 

dynamic spaces as the World Wide Web, these 

problems become more serious and effective. 

Based on these issues, thesaurus based methods are 

often used in special technology domains like 

medical technology. 

Relevant feedback is a local method claimed to be 

most successful method between query 

reformulating methods. This method can be 

explained by steps below, which can go through 

one or more iterations. 

 The user submits an initial query. 

 Search engine returns an initial set of 

results. 

 The user marks some of these results as 

relevant or optionally nonrelevant. 
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 The system produces a better specification 

of user information need based on the user 

relevance feedback. 

 Search engine returns the revised results 

based on the new specification. 

Some algorithms are proposed to implement 

relevant feedback in [4, 5]. These algorithms show 

that relevant feedback can significantly improve 

precision and recall. The method is based on this 

idea that despite the user inability to issue an 

adequate and suitable query for information need, 

it is easy for him/her to judge a particular document 

for relevant but in a web search engine, it is 

difficult to encourage people to judge resulted 

documents [6]. 

As mentioned earlier, query expansion is the 

process of supplying the original users’ queries 

with additional suitable terms. There are two key 

elements for applying a query expansion method; 

resource from which the expanding terms is chosen 

and the algorithm employed for choosing these 

terms [7]. In this paper, resource is the set of 

relevant documents selected by the user in relevant 

feedback process and the algorithm is based on 

latent semantic analysis. 

The proposed method tries to choose the suitable 

words from relevant documents selected by the 

user based on latent semantic analysis and then this 

method is evaluated on the Google search engine 

and is compared to the Rocchio relevant feedback.  

1.1. Latent Semantic Analysis 

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a mathematical 

technique for uncovering the underlying topic 

structure of documents.  LSA is one of the most 

important methods for semantic retrieval [8]. It has 

been employed for the first time for information 

retrieval by Deerwester et al in 1990 [9] as an 

efficient technique to deal with polysemy and 

synonymy problem in information retrieval and 

quickly become popular. It is a widely used 

technique in knowledge discovery and 

representation, cognitive science, machine learning 

and many other areas. Some recent applications of 

LSA are topic detection [10], text summarization 

[11], FAQ retrieval [12] and text clustering.   

Wei and Park use LSA along with genetic 

algorithm for text clustering. In this work, LSA is 

employed to reduce feature space so as to be 

appropriate for application of genetic algorithm 

[13]. Research [14] similarly uses LSA for 

dimensionality reduction. This work uses back-

propagation neural networks for text categorization 

and for reducing the problem of slow training speed 

of this method, employs the LSA’s capability of 

reducing dimensionality along with improving 

performance. Cohen et al employ LSA to construct 

a semantic space in which semantic associations 

between psychiatric terms are uncovered and these 

associations are used to segment and extract 

clinical concepts from psychiatric narrative [15]. 

Another recent paper introduces a method with 

combination of LSA and hidden Markov model for 

topic segmentation. In this paper, LSA is used for 

calculating similarity of a vocabulary term and a 

given topic term. These measurements then use as 

HMM emission probabilities [16]. 

LSA is not an artificial intelligence program; 

instead, it uses singular value decomposition 

(SVD) which is a matrix-analytical method to find 

base components space. Let 𝑋 be a rectangular m 

by n matrix, SVD decomposes it into 3 matrixes as 

below: 

X = USVT 

Where S is an n by n diagonal matrix containing 

singular values of 𝑋 and 𝑈 is an m by n matrix, 

whose columns are right singular vectors of 𝑋. 𝑉𝑇 

is an n by n matrix rows of which are left singular 

vectors of 𝑋. These singular vectors are taken 

geometrically as coordinates of the new 𝑛 

dimensional space. Singular values and their 

associated singular vectors are sorted in descending 

order of significance. 

In information retrieval, 𝑋 is term-document 

matrix, and each row of which is a term and each 

column is a document. Each entry of this matrix 

like 𝑥𝑖𝑗 indicates the weight of term 𝑖 in document 

𝑗. Weights are calculated based on TF-IDF. 

2. Proposed method 

According to many researches about web users’ 

behavior, most users in the Web issue queries in the 

length of one term. The average of query length is 

2 to 3 terms [17, 18]. These short queries can easily 

lead to conflict and inappropriate results. On the 

other hand, experienced users provide search 

engines with longer queries [19] and successful 

searches are performed with longer queries than 

unsuccessful searches. Query expansion with 

adding some appropriate terms to the initial user 

query can assist search engines to improve search 

performance and user satisfaction.  

The proposed method consists of three steps: 1) 

User initial search, 2) User relevance feedback and 

3) Query expansion. In the first step, user issue the 

initial query based on his/her knowledge and 

needed information. In the relevant feedback step, 

the user selects 5 relevant documents from the 

results of an initial search. As mentioned earlier, 

users often search topics of the domains of their 
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information need and ignore the other related terms 

of the domain. A relevant document collection can 

be used to extract other terms, which can be useful 

in producing more relevant results. The relevant 

document collection can be considered as a context 

for the original query terms. Each word in natural 

languages has several meanings and it is the 

context that determines which meaning of the word 

should be considered. A whole document is not a 

suitable choice for the context. Because a 

document consists of several topics and two words 

or terms are in the same context if they appear 

within a close neighborhood. Therefore, each 

document is divided into several windows in 

identical lengths. For preserving the sequence 

relationship of the words of the two successive 

windows, each window overlaps half of its next 

window. 

The vector space model is applied to each window 

and a term-window matrix is constructed. LSA is 

applied to the matrix and 𝑈 × 𝑆 is calculated. Now, 

in the semantic space, the projected terms should 

be clustered. Each cluster is called topic cluster. 

As mentioned earlier, latent semantic analysis uses 

SVD to decompose the term-document matrix 𝑋 

into three matrices 𝑈, 𝑆 and 𝑉. Columns of 𝑈 and 

V are singular vectors of 𝑋, which can be taken as 

dimensions of the semantic (topic) space. Each row 

of 𝑈 associates with a term of vocabulary and 𝑌 =
 𝑈 × 𝑆 is the projection of term by document 

matrix 𝑋 in the topic space. Each dimension can be 

looked as a topic and each entry of matrix 𝑌 like 

𝑦𝑖𝑗  is the importance of term 𝑖 in topic 𝑗. With 

assigning each query to the topic, which has most 

influence in, some cluster of terms are constructed 

which specify each topic and are called as topic 

clusters.    

The original user query is tokenized and stop words 

are removed to construct the set 𝑞0. Let 𝐶𝑗 be a 

topic cluster and 𝑞0𝑖 be a member of set 𝑞0. And 

let EQ be an empty set.  

𝑞𝑜𝑝𝑡  =  {𝑡𝑖 |𝑞0𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑗 & 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑗} 

For each term 𝑞0𝑖 from vocabulary,𝑡𝑖 it is a 

member of vocabulary, and 𝐶𝑗 is the topic cluster 

which q0i is assigned, and then all members of 𝐶𝑗 

are added to EQ. In some cases, the number of 

EQ’s member may be large. In such cases, it is 

necessary to select some terms from EQ as 

extensions of original query. The global weights of 

terms is suitable for this aim i.e. m words with 

largest Global weights are selected to add to the 

original query. Global weight of each term is the 

number of selected relevant documents, which the 

term appears in. 

2.1. Evaluation 

The aim of the query expansion is increasing users’ 

satisfaction. In many papers, precision and recall 

are used to evaluate the proposed information 

retrieval system. Precision is calculated at standard 

recall levels and then the precision-recall curve is 

interpolated. This procedure is performed for each 

test query and then the average is calculated over 

the test set of queries. Precision is the proportion of 

retrieved relevant documents over the whole 

retrieved documents and recall is the proportion of 

relevant retrieved documents over the whole 

relevant documents.  

We cannot properly evaluate the users’ satisfaction 

by this measure. One of the key elements of users’ 

satisfaction is the rank of relevant documents in the 

resulted list. Users want to reach the best relevant 

document as soon as possible while browsing on 

the result pages is a boring and time consuming 

activity, which leads to dissatisfaction. Precision 

and recall do not consider this key element. 

Another issue about the precision and recall is 

invisibility of not retrieved documents of the users 

to judgment. Some evaluation methods free of 

these problems has been introduced by researchers. 

One of these methods is binary preferences (Bpref) 

introduced by Beer and Moens in 2004 [20] as 

below: 

𝐵𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 =  
1

𝑅
∑ 1 −

|𝑁𝑟|

𝑅
𝑟

 

Where R is the number of relevant documents, Nr 

is a member of first R irrelevant documents ranked 

higher than the relevant document r.  

For evaluating an information retrieval technique 

on the web, the number of result pages, which is 

considered, must be identified. The number of 

result pages viewed by the users is investigated in 

much research. Some research reveals that most 

users view only the first result page of the search 

engine. Jansen et al in an investigation on Excite 

search engine in 2000 found that 58 percent of 

users view only the first result page [21]. 19 percent 

view first two pages and 10 percent view the first 

three pages of result pages. Jansen and Spink in 

their research on search engine in 2003 appeared 

that 54 percent of users view first page, 19.3 

percent first and second pages of result pages [22]. 

This percentage for research of Jansen et al which 

is performed on AltaVista search engine in 2005 

are 72 percent for first page and 13 percent for first 
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two pages [23]. Based on the above research, most 

users view only first and second pages of result 

pages. Therefore, the evaluation of user satisfaction 

on a search engine is taken into account in this 

paper. 

3. Experimental result 

The proposed method has been evaluated on a test 

set of queries issued by participated users. Users 

are asked for issuing their initial queries and then 

judgment of resulted documents on the first two 

result pages as relevant or irrelevant. Bpref is 

calculated based on this judgment for each query. 

 

 Table 1. Example of proposed method's results 

Original query Expanded query by the proposed method Bpref 

Rose hybridization 
Rose hybridization roses plants varieties 

cross process 
0.5 

Photography 
Photography digital camera home 

articles techniques light 
0.91 

Owl wings Owl wings feathers wing air sound prey 0.87 

 

From the retrieved documents, five relevant 

documents are selected by the users in relevant 

feedback step. The LSA is applied on these 

relevant documents; expansion terms are selected 

and returned to the user. The user judges resulted 

documents of expanded query as the initial query 

results and Bpref is calculated for each new query. 

Results of the evaluation for some sample queries 

are reported in Table 1. 

Rocchio algorithm [4] is the Standard relevant 

feedback algorithm. Refined query in this 

algorithm is calculated as below 

qm =  αq0 +  β
1

|Dr|
 ∑ dj

dj∈Dr

−  γ
1

|Dnr|
 ∑ dj

dj∈Dnr

 

Where 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 are constant values attached to each 

term as its weight, 𝑑𝑗 is a retrieved document, 𝐷𝑟 is 

the set of selected relevant documents and 𝐷𝑛𝑟 is 

the set of selected irrelevant documents. 

This algorithm can run more than one time but as 

reported in the literature, the most effective 

iteration is the first and other iterations do not 

improve the results significantly. This algorithm is 

implemented and has been applied on each test 

query. The user has judged results and Bperf has 

been calculated for each query. The results are 

reported in Table 2. 

The average of Bpref on the test queries issued by 

the users is calculated for initial queries, Rocchio-

resulted queries and produced queries of the 

proposed method. These values are displayed in 

Table 3 for comparison.  

Table 2. Example of Rocchio method's results 

Original query Expanded query by the Rocchio method Bpref 

Rose hybridization 
Rose hybridization roses plant seeds 

seed garden 
0.64 

Photography 
Photography digital photos tips photo 

camera px 
0.33 

Owl wings 
Owl wings Knoxville comments feathers 

owls published 
0.75 

Table 3. Mean Bpref for results of the considered methods 

Method 
Without query 

expansion 

Query expansion by 

the proposed method 

Query expansion by 

the Rocchio method 

Bpref 0.43 0.76 0.59 

 

Bpref value for the proposed method is the most. 

This method significantly improves user 

satisfaction. This improvement is dependent on 

improving both precision and ranking of relevant 

documents as shown in Table 4 for a sample query. 

In an equal condition with the proposed method i.e. 

equal number of selected relevant documents in 

relevant feedback step and equal number of 

expansion terms, cannot improve Bpref. 

With more selected relevant documents, Rocchio 

algorithm may produce better results, but the 

relevant feedback step is time consuming and very 

boring for the impatient web users and selecting the 

larger number of documents intensifies the 

problem. Rocchio algorithm despite increment of 

precision and recall theoretically, does not provide 

any guarantee to higher rank the relevant 

documents than irrelevant ones. On the web, user 

satisfaction is highly dependent on showing more 

relevant documents first. Proposed terms by the 

Rocchio algorithm are more general terms and lead 

to a broader query while the proposed method 
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select more special terms and therefore a narrower 

query and better-ranked results. Difference 

between the proposed method and the Rocchio 

method results has tested for statistical significance 

by the paired t-test. The proposed method passed 

the test in the 95% level of significance.  

The proposed algorithm does not necessarily select 

terms, which are more frequent. This algorithm 

selects the terms, which have similar frequency 

pattern to the user initial query terms in the selected 

relevant set of documents. For term selection, this 

method brings into account the number of relevant 

documents, which the word is appeared in too and 

as showed by the results, this method produce 

narrower queries and increases user satisfaction.   

 
Table 4. An example of effect of the considered method on search results relevancy evaluated by the users 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

A new method of the query expansion has been 

introduced which analyzes frequency patterns of 

terms in the relevant documents selected by users 

from retrieved documents on an initial search based 

on users’ original query. Based on this analysis, 

some topic clusters are constructed and the number 

of terms with the largest global weights is selected 

for adding to the original query. Resulted queries 

are evaluated based on Bpref measure which 

consider ranking of the retrieved documents along 

with the number of retrieved relevant documents 

for assessing users’ satisfaction. The proposed 

method is compared to the Rocchio relevant 

feedback. This comparison shows that the 

proposed method produces queries more relevant 

to the user’s information need and causes the lager 

number and higher ranking of the relevant 

documents. Therefore this method improves the 

user satisfaction significantly with little number of 

selected relevant documents. 

References should be aligned with the journal 

style!!! 
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